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Marshall University's student newspaper - Celebrating our 100th year!

Page edited by Andrea Sells

MU sports: Leader of the MAC

HUNTINGTON (AP) - Even
with a$2 million loss, Marshall
University's athletic program
- bolstered by profits in football - finished the 1997-98
academic year in the best
financial shape in the MidAmerican Conference.
Athletic programs at the 12
Mid-American Conference universities lost a combined $51
million in the same period,
according to a published report.
That's in stark contrast to the
11 universities in the Big Ten,
which produced anet profit of

$7. 7million in the same period.
The MAC losses came despite
generous alumni, student fees
and taxpayers.
Miami of Ohio's varsity
sports teams lost the most
money at $6 million, The
Detroit News reported Wednesday.
"Any time you see a deficit,
whether you're acorporation or
an athletic conference, you
have to be concerned," MAC
Commissioner Jerry A. lppoliti
said. "Student fees are very
valuable for the future of our
conference, but we have to find

' We want to give the best support we can for
our athletes. We're fortunate enough to have
the fan support and financial support through
avariety of methods. "

Lance West,
athletic director
other avenues of revenue."
in the black, in part due to its
The only MAC program to share of the $750,000 the MAC
tum aprofit in the 1997-98 sea- received for the Motor City
son was football at Marshall, Bowl in December.
the conference's newest mem- "We want to give the best
ber and its defending champi- support we can for our athon. The sport fini~hed $154,000 letes," said Marshall Athletic

Director Lance West. "We're
fortunate to have the fan support and financial support
through a variety of methods.
We're always looking for new
revenue streams."
·
Revenue for Marshall University sports comes primarily
from ticket sales and alumni
giving, West said.
Marshall's 16 varsity teams
are not expected to feel the
effects of recent deficits, West
said.
"Our primary goal is to fund
the maximum NCAA scholarships on each of our teams,"

WM~L-FM awinner for 37 year~.
by JENNIFER L. TYSON
reporter

It all started 37 years ago in
a small basement office and
with only 10 watts of power.
Now, it is recognized as one
of the nation's top student
radio
watts.stations and it has1.,150
'
"It" is WMUL-FM, Marshall's
student radio station.
The station started in the
basement of the Science
Building Nov. 1, 1961.
Now located in the Communications Building adjacent to Smith Hall, WMULFM is a non-commercial station, playing progressive FM .
Dennis A. Black, St. Petersburg, Fla., graduate student
and station manager, said
WMUL can "reach as far away
as Ashland, and sometimes
Milton and Hurricane."
WMUL-FM is "totally student-run," Black said, and "we
play a wide variety of
music."
According to its web site at
www.marshall.edu/wmul,
WMUL plays an eclectic mix
of jazz, blues, progressive
music (such as Ska and
Techno), Stonehenge (heavy
metal), Streetbeat (urban
rap), acoustic and gospel.
Far right: WMUL uses a
variety of equipment to
make their radio shows
possible.
Right: Caroline Ortega,
D.C. sophomore and theater major, dee jays for
WMUL. She said she likes
learning to speak on air
and live improvisation.

And that is just astart.
Special programs such as
"Dr. Demento," feature the
comedy and music of such acts
as Cheech and Chong, Monty
Python and Weird Al Yankovic. The "Universal Buzz
Radio" show features live performances of bands such as
the Misfits, Ani DiFranco and
GWAR. "Loco Local" provides
a format for local artists to
feature their work.
The station also is known for
its news.
Between 5-5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday, Newscenter 88
features Marshall and Huntington news, Marshall sports
and national sports.
Black said all men's home
football games and all men's
and women's basketball
games are broadcast by the
station.
"We are the only station to
broadcast the women's basketball games," he said.
Working for the station

gives students a"great opportunity to get involved with
covering sports and news and
get experience while still in
school," Black said.
Black started in 1994 covering sports at Marshall. "A lot
of other universities don't let
students cover the university's
sports," he said.
Volunteers are welcome at
the station, where Black said
students "can enjoy the handson experience to see if they
like"They
it or not.
don't have -to have
experience to work at the station,"
Black
said. "We havewhoa
training ·coordinator
-teaches them about the equipment and how to do it."
Black said volunteers do not
have to be Marshall students
and he said community volunteers also help, most notably
with the local gospel music
programs.
He said the best volunteers
are those who are responsible

and
who will do the jobs they
are given.
One main reason why good
volunteers are needed is
because WMUL-FM has a
"national reputation" as one of
the best student radio stations in the country, Black
said.
"I've gone to award conven-

photo by Aebeccah Cantley

Series
sellouts
predicted
Broadway to 'Doc' on tap
by CAROL WIGHT
reporter

Spring is coming up Broadway, acrobats, jazz and big
band music when the 1998-99
Marshall Artists Series blooms
in the second-halfof its season.
"Broadway hits are always
popular," said Angela Grant,
Artists Series spokesperson.
"'The King and I', and 'Smokey
Joe's Cafe' will probably sell out
first. If I were a student I
would put the dates on my calendar right now for the shows
and for the dates when tickets
first become available."
Next semester's Artists Series' calendar includes Chinese
Acrobats, agile athletes with a
comedic twist; "Smokey Joe's

sPRiNa MARSHALL"ART,sTs.

. . _: .
Cafe," 1950s and '60s Broadway style rock 'n' roll; InterPERFORMANCE
national Film Festival, six
films from around the world.
Also on tap are Ladysmith Chinese Acrobats
Black Mambazo, a world-re- Smokey Joe's Cafe
nowned African vocal group;
"The King and I," classic Rod- International Film Festival
gers and Hammerstein musical; "Porgy and Bess," powerful Ladysmith Black Mambazo
Gershwin opera about Catfish
Row; Doc Severinsen and His The King &I
Big Band, the Tonight Show's
flashy former band leader; and Porgy &Bess
"Hit Me With aHot Note!" featuring Marilyn McCoo and Doc Severinsen &His Big Band
Billy Davis Jr. in aDuke Ell- Hit Me With aHot Note!
ington tribute.
Tickets are available to
Marshall students three weeks
before the opening of each
event, Grant said.
.,

tions, and Vanderbilt and
other places ask, 'how do you
win all these awards?'" he
said.
WMUL-FM recently ,was
awarded 10 out of 18 awards at
the annual National College
Media Convention/1998 College
Please see WIIUL, P2

photo by Chnsllna Aedekopp

he said.
Central Michigan University
sports teams lost $3.6 million,
but construction and administrative costs boosted the total
loss to more than $7 million.
lppoliti said he's encouraged
by two new sources of revenue
for the conference.
"For the first time we have a
major bowl game of our own,
the Motor City Bowl - that's
$750,000 we never had before.
And from the NCAA's Alliance
bowls we'll be getting another
$600,000 that we never had
before."

Music fil s
Smith Hall
attoniconcert
ght
by BRYAN CHAMBEltS . .
reporter

And the band played on. The
Marshall University Percussion
and Steel Band Ensembles will
perform their annual fall concert today at 8 p.m. in the
Smith Recital Hall.
Dr. Ben F. Miller,professor of
music and head of Percussion
Studies, said people attending
should expect avariety of sounds,
tone colors and dynamics.
"We are pleased to have our
students playing the instruments
and enjoy
we thinkthetheunique
audience will
sounds," Miller said.
The 22nd annual fall concert
will feature music from around
the world including Asia,
Russia, West Africa and the
Caribbean.
The concert will also include
the first performance of the
West African Drumming and
Dance Ensemble, conducted by
J. Steven Hall, assistant professor of music and percussion.
Hall, who spent three weeks
last summer in western Africa
studying native drumming and
dancing traditions, said the
music of Africa has and still
does influence the music people listen to every day on radio
and television.
"That was probably where
music was created, if you agree
with scientists who say life
sprang up in east Africa," Hall
said.
see INSTRUMENTS, P2
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DATE TICKETS

Jan. 19
Feb. 1
Feb. 5-11
Feb.18
March 3
March 17
April 12
April 14

Jan. 11
Jan. 11
student ID
Jan.28
Feb. 10
Feb.24
March 22
March 24

ASeason of Stars continues

photo courtesy of B111 Fegan Attractions

The Chinese Golden Dragon Acrobats will add to the Marshall
Artists Serles lineup next semester Jan. 19.
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'Smoke-out' takes on new meaning as
2
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college smokers' numbers on the rise
Although smoking has been
banned in university dorms,
classrooms, restaurants, airplanes and many other places,
more college students than ever
are lighting up.
According to astudy completed by The Journal of the
American Medical Association,
the percentage of U.S. college
smokers rose 27 percent from
1993 to 1997.
Half of the people surveyed
said they had unsuccessfully
tried to try to quit at least once.
According to the survey,
smoking has risen among men

and women regardless of race,
age or ethnic background.
Smoking had also risen faster
among students at public
schools as opposed to students
at private schools.
Almost 28 percent of students
surveyed said they began
smoking at the age of 19 or
older.
Smoking is the leading avoidable cause of death and causes
more than 400,000 deaths each
year.
According to the author of the
survey, Dr. Henry Wechsler of
the Harvard School of Public
Health, these statistics, "are
cause for alarm and acall for
examination and strengthening

of prevention efforts from middle school through colleges."
Despite efforts to inform and
educate college students about
the negative effects of smoking,
many continue to do it.
Regan Norman, Parkersburg
senior, said she knew the negative effects but it had not persuaded her to quit.
"Yes, I know the negative
aspects of smoking but Isimply
choose not to quit," Norman
said.
"I smoke
between
classes
relieve
stress,"
South
Char-to
leston sophomore Bryan Cum:
mings said.
Sophomore Blane Gary from
Wapello, Iowa said he smokes

to pass time and has cut back
from smoking a pack of cigarettes to ahalf apack of cigarettes.
Kermit sophomore Matt Marcum said he has smoked since
he was a sophomore in high
school and it was just ahabit he
did not want to quit. Point
Pleasant freshman Jeff Pullan
said he planned to quit during
the Great American Smoke-Out.
Smokers smoke for anumber
of reasons and the biggest at
colleges and universities may
be stress. Health professionals
can only warn of the effects of
smoking. Only the smoker can
quit.

For some students, Thanksgiving means getting a break
away from school before finals,
home-cooked meals, free laundry and football on television.
However, others will have to
wait for their break to begin.
Bryan Clark, Wheeling freshman, will be playing the role of
Marco, the Thundering Herd

mascot, when Marshall plays
Wofford this Saturday.
While Gina Santostefano, a
junior English major travels to
New York to visit family,
Melanie Johnson, afreshman,
will head to Pittsburgh for a
sad, but different holiday tradition. This Thanksgiving will be
Melanie's first without her

great aunt, who had always
hosted the traditional family
dinner.
Rachel Elias, Point Pleasant
junior, looks forward to her
family's tradition of playing
monopoly each Thanksgiving
holiday.
While holiday traditions are
as diverse as the students who

make them, trading pencils for
utensils is the aspect that binds
them
all
Special to The Parthenon by

by KATHERINE LEWIS
. reporter

Traditional holiday activities dominate students' plans

·WMUL
wins ._
many awards

•MediaFromAdvisers
page 1
Inc. (CMA)

College Radio Awards ceremony in Kansas City, Missouri. ·
Dr.Charles G. Bailey, associate professor of journalism and
faculty manager of WMUL-FM,
said "students compe~d with
broadcasting students from colleges and universities throughout the United States."
Out of the 10 awards, four
were for first place, three for
second place and three for third
place.
The station won awards in
categories for best radio feature
reporting, best radio sports
reporting, best radio advertisement, best radio advertisement
production,
production best
andradiobesttechnical
radio
newscast.
Bailey, who has been faculty
manager since 1985, said ,"our
radio students have established a tradition at WMULFM
of being able
to successfully compete
at the
national,
regional, or state level with
other student-operated college
radio stations."

Instruments
presented
• From page 1
instruments
alsoTwobenewunveiled
during will
the
concert.
Miller said these are the five
octave marimba, which have a
range of pitches covering the
string bass, cello and viola, and
the
xylophone,
whichfour
coversoctave
the range
of aviolin.
The Steel Band will perform
three selections in the traditional style of Caribbean steel
bands. Miller said one of the
selections, titled "5x5", will be
conducted by Mike Brown,

~22:\;R~IT~

In 1991 and 1996, WM_ULFM wonof thetheYearsecond
Station
Awardplace
from
the
National
Association
College Broadcasters (NACB),of
and in 1993, was named the
Outstanding College Station in
the Marconi College Radio
Awards.
Display cases outside the
radio station offices are filled
with awards won by the station
and its student workers.
Nicky Star Walters, St.
Albans sophomore and news
director for WMUL-FM,
attended the CMA convention
and said, "it was lots of fun
because WMUL was represented in every category of winners."
she thinks
reasonShewhysaidWMUL
wins sothemany
awards "is because of the tradition of excellence and the quality of work that has proceeded
us."
Bailey said "when students
pass by the awards cases and
see all we have won, they realize
beenSodoneexpectations
and can be
doneit has
again.
become high and they [students] look forward to flnding
out how they can do.
"Winning shows the extra
time and effort is worth it."

Scholastic Journalism Scholars:
Amber Bittinger, Amber Brown,
Staci Leech, Justin Sams and
Kelli Sizemore .ofGreenbrier East
High School; Tiffany Maxwell
and Jessica Weekly of North
Marion High School. .

WMUL broadcasters add
hardware to trophy case

Marconi awards than any other
student radio station."
Senior Dennis Black, station
manager, said WMUL took
home several awards at the
College
weeks ago.Media Awards two
"WMUL members deserve
recognition for the hard work
and dedication they put into
making this a great station,"
Black said. Senior Chris Roberts, operations director at
WMUL won afirst place award
during the National Broadcasting Society/Alpha Epsilon
Rho Chesapeake Region 2
Audio Competition.
This award ceremony was
Saturday, Oct. 24 in Clarksville,
Tenn.
Roberts
wrotepromotional
and produced an
in-house
advertisement entitled "Use the
Force." Roberts news package
was entered in the Commercial,
Promo, Public Service Announcement category.
"Winning speaks well of Marshall University, as the student
broadcasters of WMUL-FM consistently earn top honors in
direct competition with nationally recognized colleges and universities," WMUL adviser Chuck
G. Bailey said in apress release.

by KATHERINE LEWIS
reporter

Some students listening to
WMUL may not think about
the
work thatediting
goes intotapemaking
promotions,
and
putting music on the air.
Several students from WMUL
were recently honored for their
work. Friday, two WMUL staff
were honored at the Sixth
Annual Marconi College Radio
Awards, during the 28th annual
Loyola Radio Conference.
The ceremony was at the
Museum of Broadcast Communications in Chicago, Illinois. Marshall master's degree
graduate Angela Henderson
won
an award
best sports
reporting
for herfor"Journey
to a
Championship" news package.
Belmont graduate Brian
Guthrie won an award for his
public affairs news package.
Guthrie's news package was
entitled "Marshall's Day Care."
Senior John Ellifritz promotions director at WMUL said
the station was proud of
Henderson and Guthrie. "We're
proud to have won another
Ellifritz said.
Corbin, Ky. graduate student. Marconi,"
Miller said another piece of "In the past six years, 88.1
music will be Willis Smith, [WMULJ has won more
Flatwoods, Ky. senior and
music education major. Smith's
piece will be titled "Ostinato,"
composed by Richard Bernard.
The Percussion Ensemble
will perform a medley of
Russian folk music and an For Anything of Value!
arrangement of music from
Peter Tschaikowski's Sym- WE LOAN MONEY,
21/np lost Nonm/J,r 1J
phony No. 4. They will also perIn /Jrlnlto UIJ1t1ry
BlJV,SEI
I
&
form a piece titled "Three
Asiatic Dances," based on LOVE TO TRADE!
(lit HHr wo1111111 ,wit 1H111)
music
of
the
Orient.
.
Th
rings
Hloa,tt lo my n,oti,,r wl•
"We've established a core
na•tly JIG4• --,.
audience over the years," *The old reliable since 1949
Miller said. "It's afun concert
and we usually get a full
V,,y 111911 n11tl111111to/ w,/111.
crowd."
1010 3rd. Av·enue
II lo11nd ctlll Mellss• UAP
Admission is free.
697-4211
More information is available
136-6100

CASH PAID rJJlJJ(jfJ}JJjJJJ
For,,,, return of
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D:495r. PUZZLED ABOUT YOUR FUTURE?
Career
Downtown Huntington
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I \) HUNTINGTON
210~~~~~kEET E~ I
WV
I ACROSS FROM MU SCIENCE
BLDG. I

IMarshall Now
Dellver11
Campus and Downtown I
I Mon.-Fri.
11:30-4:30
I CAPPUCCI
ESPRESSO
15% OFF
NO W
MU-ID

•Business
Manaiement
•Aeeountlitg
•Com__puters
••Metlieal
Assistant
DentalAtlmin.
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•Office
•Next Sta1·t:
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by JASON HUTCHINSON
reporter

The following information was taken from the Marshall
University police reports:
Driving on aSuspended License. While on routine
patrol Tuesday, Nov. 10, at 4:55 p.m., police stopped avehicle with an expired registration sticker. The driver could not
produce a driver's license. Police confirmed the driver's
name was Ellis V. Trimble and his license had been revoked
in Ohio until the year 2003 for driving without insurance.
Police issued Trimble acitation for driving on an expired
license and another for driving with no insurance, improper use of registration and driving on asuspended license.
Trimble was transported to the Cabell County Jail.
Public Intoxication. Police received acomplaint of an
unconscious man in a hallway of University Heights at
10:33 p.m., Wednesday. Upon arrival police found William
M. Hays passed out in the hall of building #1. Police noticed
Hays had slurred speech, red eyes and the strong odor of
alcohol on his person. After Hays refused to leave the building, police placed him under arrest and transported him to
the Cabell County Jail.
Larceny. Areport of stolen batteries was filed with police
at 12:09 p.m., Friday. The report shows that four batteries
and acharger were taken from the Parthenon production
room located in Smith Hall. The items, valued at $40, were
last seen at 10 a.m., Tuesday.
Destruction of Property. Employees at the Drinko
Library notified police of adamaged window on the east
side of the building. The damage, described as aBB hole,
was noticed on alarge glass panel on the third floor of the
library. Library staff noticed the hole Saturday at 11:26
a.m. The cost of replacing the panel was estimated in the
police report at approximately $1,000.
Unlawful Drinking Under the Age of 21. Police issued
an arrest citation to Patrick M. Mull at 2:37 a.m., Tuesday.
Police found Mull lying on the pavement in the Sixth
Avenue Commuter Lot. Officers noticed Mull had red,
glassy eyes and slurred speech. He was given acitation for
drinking under the age of 21.
Obstruction of Justice /Fleeing. Keith A. Sasher was
issued arrest citations by campus and Huntington police at
3:04 a.m., Tuesday. Campus police noticed Sasher running
across 19th Street and Maple Avenue with acase of beer at
the same time they received ashoplifting report from the
Fifth Avenue 7-Eleven convenience store. After abrief footchase, Sasher was apprehended by police. Huntington
police officers issued Sasher an arrest citation for shoplifting and Marshall police issued him additional citations for
fleeing and unlawful drinking under the age of 21.

Work
off
your
. .. debt
by
making
others
.

,

Culh:ge is expensive. And su is the cost
we all pay when ii comes to fraud and
bad debt. Luckily. GC Sercivcs is on the
,job 10 help industry leading clients ·
collect the moneys they arc Jue.

You can join us in the fast growing
coUectiqns business where our strong
record of success continues to benefit our
client. We've brought our record of
excellence to Huntington. and you're
invited to be apart of it!

Account Representatives
Full-time, Part-time,
Bilingual

you are goal oriented. strong willed
have strong communications and
pay. andcomputer
skills. then you could be the
person we are looking for!
If

Bring your skills and experience to GC Services and we will provide a
pleasant work environment and the paid training that will help make
you successful. Give us acall at (304)696-2020 or the Huntington Job
Service at (304)528 5525 to arrange atest and interview time.
EOE M/F/H/DN

G

GCServices

The Parthenon

Ma tum niversity's Student ews1aper,
mes applications for spring etlltorial positions:
EDITOR, MANAGING EDITOR,
NEW EDITOR, WIRE EDITOR,
PORTS EDITOR,
LIFEIEDITOR,
PHOTO EDITOR,

ONLINE EDITOR
DEADLINE to apply 4p.m. Friday, November 20, 1998

You can also representative,
join The Parthenon
as a guru,
computer
graphicstudent
artist,advertising
editorial cartoonist, columnist,
news, sports
..
.or feature writer, photographer.

Explore journalism by working with the student

newspaper. Requirements are awillingness to
learn newswriting style, absolute accuracy and a
sense of responsibility.
All persons are encouraged to apply by calling 696-2736, SH 315,
The Parthenon Is an Afflrmatm Action EOE and wtlcomcs dlvcnlty.

--------------------~---~-~-~
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Man's love for foot odor lands
him in prison
-- -

-

-

-

MEDINA. Ohio (AP) - Aman's fetish for stinky feet is
sending him back to prison. David Donathon was convicted
of calling people and asking them whether their feet stink.
He's gone to jail, prison and counseling for asking people
bizarre questions about foot odor. He was sentenced
Monday to one year in prison on telephone harassment
charges, and Judge Judith Cross recommended that
Donathon be placed in afacility that specializes in dealing ·
with sex offenders.

Page edited by Matt Isner
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Clinton trial not to be like Starr's
WASHINGTON (AP)

30 minutes to question Starr at
Thursday's hearing, rejecting a ' You will not be permitted to inquire into other
matters not bearing on the question of
White House request to expand
the time to 90 minutes.
Hyde also told the White impeachment ... Effort to utilize these proceedHouse it won't be allowed to ings as aforum to inquire about nongermane
question Starr about the vari- matters, such as investigations, that are pendous controversies surrounding
his investigation.
ing before other bodies, shall not be permitted."
Controversies such as a
judge's inquiry into whether
prosecutors leaked grand jury
Henry Hyde
material.
committee chairman
' You will not be permitted to
inquire into other matters not letter late Tuesday.
about nongermane matters,
bearing on the question of "Efforts to utilize these pro- such as investigations into the
impeachment," Hyde wrote in a ceedings as aforum to inquire conduct of the investigation,

House Judiciary Committee
Republicans are making clear
they won't allow President
Clinton's defenders to turn the
first impeachment hearing into
atrial of Independent Counsel
Kenneth Starr's tactics.
Clinton's spokesman said
Wednesday that as the process
begins, it appears Republicans
are off on an unfair, unconstitutional "partisan adventure."
In a sternly worded letter,
Committee Chairman Henry
Hyde told Clinton's attorneys
they won't get any more than

that are pending before other
bodies, shall not be permitted."
The White House said the
GOP rules weren't fair at all.
Speaking to reporters
moments before Clinton left for
Asia, White House press secretary Joe Lockhart complained
that Republicans are ·seeking
to muzzle the president's
defenders while attempting to
broaden their investigation
beyond its allegations of perjury about asexual affair.
"They have rediscovered all
of their old bad habits and
since they don't like where it's

going they're going to try to
find something else," Lockhart
said.
"There's a certain note of
hypocrisy here, which, when
it's unmasked, is that 'we can
talk about anything we want,m
he said. He called it "fundamentally unfair and disturbing."
Starr huddled with his closest advisers to prepare for his
appearance, undergoing mock
questions with his staff and
reviewing materials for his
opening statement set to last

Airport site selection to occur Displeasure expressed
despite government opposition about mining practices
CHARLESTON,(AP)- have questioned whether the entity in West Virginia ... is Tuesday afternoon.
authority has the right under required by state statute to Independent consultants
state law to consolidate all com-

Threats of legal action won't
delay site selection for a proposed regional airport in the
Charleston and Huntington
area, state Transportation
Secretary Sam Bonasso says.
The state Public Port
Authority remains OQ track to
select asite for the airport by
Dec. 2, despite oppollition by
local government agencies in
Kanawha County that say they
will support the project only as
an extension of Yeager Airport
in Charleston.
Yeager Airport supporters

Dancing at Yesterday's may
get you apair of tickets for the
Colors of Christmas concert:
Yesterday's Steakhouse is
sponsoring a weekend dance
party, 6-10 p.m., Saturday, following the football game
against Wofford, according to
Angela Grant of the Marshall
Artists Series office.
Tickets for the Colors of

mercial passenger air service in
the area without approval from
Yeager and the Kanawha
County Commission.
But in aletter Tuesday to the
commission and the Central
West Virginia Regional Airport
Authority, which represents
Yeager Airport, Bonasso said
those trying to block airport
planners are defying alegislative mandate.
"We note that every state
agency and local government

cooperate with us in our feasibility study and site evaluation
process," the letter stated.
At a later stage, state law
could empower a certain government agency to interfere
with the airport's development,
Bonasso said, but he could not
specify which agency that
would be.
"At that point, we'll deal with
that particular agency," he said.
Kanawha County Commission officials were not immediately available to respond

hired by the authority have recommended building the airport
at Evergreen Church, Putnam
County, in part because of its
proximity to both Charleston
and Huntington and because of
its relatively flat landscape.
"'This project deserves an
adequate hearing and this
process will give it an adequate
hearing," Bonasso said. "We
have to hope the judges (who
hear legal challenges to the
project) lead us in the right
direction."

Christmas will be given away
throughout the night, along
with compact discs and more,
as apromotional to students for
the last Artists Series presentation of the fall semester.
"Yesterday's Steak House
agreed to work with the Series
as our office gears up for the
Colors of Christmas concert,"
Grant said.

"One of the students suggested the dance idea and the
Yesterday's management
thought it was great."
Promoted as the hottest holiday concert of the season,
Colors of Christmas features
artists Sheena Easton, Jeffrey
Osborne, Deniece Williams and
Philip Bailey, 8p.m., Wed., Dec.
2 at the Huntington Civic

Arena.
"We want as many students
as possible to come to the
show," Grant said. "It is going
to be great."
Tickets are still available for
students, in the Series office,
160 Smith Hall, Grant said.
Full time students may
receive one free ticket with
student ID and may purchase
another ticket at half price.
Part time students may purchase up to two tickets at halt
price. Ticket prices are $35, $33
and $31.
Faculty and staff may purchase two tickets at half-price
through ticket master at the
Huntington Civic Arena box
office, 696-4400.
Yesterday's is located at 1935
3rd Ave. For more information
call 523-4967, or the Artists
Series office, 696-6656.

Dance the night away and win tickets to concert

Hosnes For Rent

~,
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-~--~.

Furnished Apt Available In Dec.
Large 2BR2 Blocks
1BA forfrom2 mature
students.
Corbly
Halt. Parking,
utili)ies
included.
1605-1/2
7th
Ave.
Call
525-1717
mom or leave message
Apts (2) 1604 Sixth Ave. Nice,
Great
Location,
Paid
except
Elec.parking.
525-4959Utilities
leave
message.
Like New, Near MU and Med.
School. Furnished Kitchen Utilities
Paid.
Central
A/C andandHeat.
Neutral$500.
Decor.
Spacious
Very
nice.
736-4375.
Applegrove 2BA WW Carpet. NC.
Parking. Call 523-5615.
Highlawn Area. New 1BR Apt. with
office.
No Cats or Dogs $450 per
month 523-0688.
1841-7th Ave. 3BR 1BA W
Central
Heat
$400/month
+utilities/D
No
Pet
s
Also
1
&2
BR
Chesapeake,
Oh. $300-350 +utilities 304-3428040.
1518 4th Ave. 1/2 Block from Old
Main
1BR Furn. Apt. 696-9762.
MU area, Five room doubles,
completely furnished. quiet area.
$255/month
522-0828 Phone 523-5119 or
Female roommate needed to
share
2BRutilities.
furnished
apt. JanRent1.
$250/mo+
Available
Call 529-0050
Tr.avel Services

~
SPRINGBREAK Cancun,Florida,

Etc. BestEarlyHotels,
Parties,
Prices.
Book
andTrips!
Save!!Campus
Earn
Money+Free
Reps/Organizations
Inter-Campus ProgramsWanted
1-800-

. . ..

Employnient

Looking for self-motivated
people with leadership skills to

develops
home44 code
basedLU4025
business24
1-800-275-57
hr recorded message

FREE CD HOLDERS, T-SHIRTS
PREPAID PHONE CARDS

EARN $1000 PART-TIME ON
CAMPUS.
932-0528 X64JUST CALL 1-800Teacher/Counselor needed for
residential work, 4days on -3
days
off. Bachelors
Send
PAS,required.
Route
Box 68,resumes
Walker,to: WV
26180.2
EOE
Now Hiring All Positions
Schedule.
Pay. Applys
inFlexible
Person
at Top
Gentleman'
Quarters
697-6968.
Graphic Designer/Digitizer.
Rapidly growing
company
seeking national
a selfmotivated
quality-minded
artist
who'
s
able
to
take
on
challenges
and
meet
deadlines.
Proficiency
inFreehand,
Mac network,
andresume
otherPhotoshop,
must.
Send
to:software
P.O. Attn:
Boxa
586,
Hurricane,
WV
25526,
Personnel Dept.
Music Business Internship The
Red
world's
Iorganization
eaHot
dinOrganization,
g in the entertainment
AIDSthe fighting
industry,
is looking
college
representatives
forAIDS
thefor 1998-99
school
year.
F
ight
through
popular culture
while business
gaining
experience
i
n
the
music
and
volunteering
time for
charity.
more your
information,
contact usForat reps@redhot.org
#1 Spring Break Specials! Book
Now &Receive a Free Meal
Plan!!! Cancun &Jamaica $399,
Bahamas$459,Panama City $99.
1-800-234-7007

. Need~some.Fast
Tem~o'ra~ Cash

We Make
Loansof Value
on M1toa1
Anything

TV • VCR • Stereo • Jewelry
watches
• Computers
OUR LOANS ARE
FOR 30 DAYS.
YOUR LOAN Will BE

FAST AND CONADENTIAl. AT THE END OF 30 DAYS
YOU MAY PAY THE LOAN AMOUNT PLUS INTEREST,
OR EXTEND YOUR LOAN FOR AN ADDITIONAL 30
DAYS. YOUR MERCHANDISE IS KEPT IN ASAFE
AND SECURE STORAGE AREA. NO LOAN IS
TOO SMALL OR TOO LARGE. IF YOU HAVE NMR
MADE APAWN LOAN BEFORE CALL US AND WE Will
ANSWER All YOUR QUESTIONS IN ADVANCE.

.·OPEN '.7 DAYS AWEEK
-'MON-SAT:9am to 9pm
SUNDAY 12-6

Gold~~ Pnw11
1072 Adams A,·e
ll1111ti11~tm1 \\'\t

FOR 18 YEARS,
WE HAVE BEEN MAKING
CONADENTIAl LOANS TO
MARSHALL STUDENTS.

529-4411

~

SOUTH CHARLESTON, W.Va. (AP) - The state
Division of Environmental Protection needs achange in attitude, members bf a community group told a task force
reviewing mountaintop removal strip mining practices.
The state agency in charge of reviewing mining plans for
environmental problems "has been negligent in fulfilling its
obligations ... and have aided and abetted the coal companies," said Janice Nease, amember of Coal River Mountain
Watch.
"To date, they have been part of the problem, not part of the
solution," she said.
..
Asession Tuesday night at the Marshall University
Graduate College was the final public hearing before the task
force completes its work, said Marshall University President
J. Wade Gilley, chairman of the governor's task force.
West Virginia risks losing the small rural communities
that make the state unique, Nease said.
"How do you compensate for the loss of community, family
land (and) family history?" she asked. "How do you compensate for the loss of the touchstone of your existence?"
West Virginia Coal Association President Bill Raney cautioned the panel, however, that coal operators "cannot
absorb additional costs."
An estimated $2 aton in added costs-in taxes or in meeting permitting standards-would cost the state as much as
15 million tons ayear in coal sales, Raney said.
"We need a practical, predictable environment ... that is
not complicated by endless challenges," Raney said.
Tuesday's meeting was the last public hearing, but Gilley
said the task force report is just the first stage in along
process that will involve enacting legislation and putting
laws into effect.
' "There will be many, many more opportunities for discussion," Gilley said.
Tommy Powers of Delbarton, Mingo County, amember of
the West Virginia Organizing Project, said the group had
addressed many of coalfield residents' concerns in apreliminary
report issued last week. But he said the state needs to
come up with a"quicker, better way" to resolve disputes.
"We also have to 8eA'! more teeth in the laws, and stricter enfcm!l11ent
ofthe laws,"Ppwers said.
KO. Damron, aformer state legislator who now works for
Massey Coal Services, said he came to speak "as a citizen
tonight, instead of acoal executive."
"You say you don't want to abolish coal mining, or even order
amoratorium," Damron said. "But the actions you suggest will
have that effect."
The last thing the West Virginia coal industry needs, Damron
said, "is another layer of permitting."
Damron said he also objects to what he saw as the committee's
viewpoint.
"The philosophy seems to be that if coal cannot guarantee the
future, it should not be here today," Damron said.

Which of the following
should you choose?
aJ Pizza. Hot wines. Heartburn
bJ Beer. wine. Haneover
. on
cJ TV. Boredom. Depressi
dJ
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Across from Glenn"s
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''She isgiven-theresponsibility of
dealing with the media, and if that
means coming acrossas abitch every
once in awhile, so be it."
-Jerry R. Hayes II,
former athlete and reader
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editor's right

Iam writing this in response to the letter by Jerry R. Hayes II which can be
found on the opposite side of the page.
Iguess for some people, today must
have been aslow homework day. Iwon't
bore the rest of our readers with alot of
fluff. I'll get right to the chase.
Let me begin. Maybe it's the ego talking, but Iam not areporter. Iam an editor. Just wanted to get that little piece of
news out of the way.
As an editor, Iam permitted to write
editorials. You will notice the root word in
editorial is edit, which is what Ido here at
The Parthenon.
What is an editorial? Webster's
Dictionary defines if.;:ts "expressing opinion in the manner oflm editor." So, thus,
what was written was not'reporting. It
was an editorial. Got the concept?
On the matter of me being wrong, I
have been wrong afew times in my life.
Examples include my high school prom
being fun, Shania Twain really does have
acrush on me and that reporting would
actually pay well. However, Ididn't miss
the mark too much on one.
It's true Iwas told that Icouldn't take
photos, but perhaps you missed the point.
Aphotographer was able to get the photos
anyway. He simply talked to someone at
the site and he/she let him in. Is that my
fault? Nope.
Don't give me that liability stuff. If it's
so dangerous, why did they allow both
basketball teams to practice in the arena
when we took those photos? Also, Ihave
heard of the term liability. Webster's
defines it as "the state qf being liable."
Ido know the anonymous "J." As amatter of fact we have talked about it,
explained where both of us were coming
from and she is being areal good sport
about the whole thing.
She asked me to sign acopy of the editorial (there's that word again), which I
obliged. Between the two of us, the issue is
dead. Some people keep bringing it up.
Now that Ihave vented somewhat,
allow me to ask some questions.
What "irreplaceable pictures" have Inot
returned? Iborrowed two photos recently
and had them returned the same day. I'm
not saying that it hasn't been done in the
past, but don't include me in that group. I
am very conscientious about things Iborrow from others.
Iam more cautious with those things
which Iborrow because they're not mine
and are very important to those who
loaned whatever it was to me.
Who uses the word "crap" in aletter to
anewspaper? Oh, well Iguess that one
has been answered.
If The Parthenon has such few readers,
you appear to be one of them. Your tone
seemed to be insulting to our readers,
which obviously includes yourself. Sounds
like some kind of Freudian problem to me.
Bottom line is this: Perhaps Icould
have handled everything better. But the
working relationship between The
Parthenon and the office where "J'' works
and "J" herself is just fine.
The decision to run the photos was not
mine alone, it was atotal team decision by
the whole editorial staff. You as aformer
athlete should understand the concept of
team.

Scott Parsons is sports editor for The
Parthenon. Comments can be sent to him
at 311 Smith Hall.

Letters sent to Campus View must not exceed
may be used as guest columns and published elsewhere on this page.

250 words. Opinion pieces longer than 250 words

Slow news dayresults
in incompetent, biased
P~rthenon 'reporting'

Editor's note: Scott Parson'sresponse to
this letter appears on the left side of the page.
Iguess today must have been aslow news
day because Icould not believe my eyes
when Isaw what made it into the paper. •
First of all,acertain reporter on your staff •
(Iwon't mention names, lets just call him •
S.P.)wrote the most immature,biased piece
of reporting Ihave ever seen.
As aformer Marshall athlete Iam
appalled at the poor coverage that The
Parthenon provides.
The article about the supposedly anonymous "J" who happens to be the secretary in
a"certain office"here at Marshall was completely out of line.
; Iknow the other side of the story,and in
reality it was your reporter who was wrong.
When someone is told that it is not okay to
do something, and then they do it, how does
that give them the right to bad-mouththe
, authority figures that are just trying to do
their job?
"J"was not trying to keep the public out of
the Henderson Center just to keep the renovations asecret,it was amatter of somethingheard
calledthat
LIABILITY!
Have you people
Iwas horrified by the letter in tics more than male ones, are was gay but because aman was ever
term before?
.
the Oct. 30th edition of the gay, or masturbate(not stated killed.
Since
the
Henderson
Center
was not comParthenon written by Donnie here but other versions of the Unfortunately, people like Mr. pleted, therefore construction was
still
going
Richardson.
Bible state it, I am using the
and Mr. Pierce would
if something were to accidentally fall on
Iwould just like to ask him one King James version here) you beRichardson
happy to ignore crimes on,
someone
and
harm
them,
this
would
cause
thing; why should Ifollow chris- are going to Hell. That covers against certain minorities, which major law suit against the University. a
tian morals? I am not christian most of the human population, I is why we make laws to protect This, not personal feelings,was the reason
because I became tired of the think.
them. Wheras local officials may that your reporter was denied the opportunihypocritical people that make up My point is this: if you are not ignore
a murder if the victim
the facility. Another thing is,
the bulk of christains. Mr. achristian in this country you belonged to aminority group, the tywhatto enter
right does your reporter have to judge
Richardson said that 1 don't have to follow christian federal government will take aperson
that
they hardly know?
Corinthians 6:9 says that homo- morals. You do, however, have to action.
Ihappen to know that "J"works very hard
sexuality is asin.
follow
the
law
of
the
United
This
isn'
t
just
for
homosexuals,
to
keep
that
office
running, and without her
It does say that, but the full States of America.
but for different ethnic groups,
would be no office. She is given the
verse says, "Know ye not that Christian laws don't protect racial groups, and women, who there
responsibility
of
dealing
media and if
the unrighteous shall not inherit any minority that some chris- are commonly discriminated that means coming acrosswith
as abitch every
the kingdom of God?
tians don't like (remember when against.
once
in
awhile,
so
be
it.
Be not deceived: neither forni- women were supposed to carry Just because your religion She was not given her job in order to
cators, nor idolaters, nor adulter- the sins of Eve and African teaches
something doesn't mean please everyone that she encounters. Her
ers, nor effeminate, nor abusers Americans bore the mark of that it is right.
is simply to do what she istold byher
of themselves with mankind." Cain), so our country passes Make up your own mind job
boss, and Ibelieve that she does her job very
So, if you have sex before you laws that will protect everyone. instead of blindly listening to a well.
marry, cheat on your wife/hus- · If agay man is picked out and preacher who spouts hate. Hate It might be possible that if you people over
band, worship idols, are aman beaten to death than action is definitly NOT christian.
Parthenon were more responsible
that shows female characteris- should be taken, not because he
- Melissa Colley atwiththethings
that "J" has loaned you,like pictures that are irreplaceable that you seem to
"forget" to return, maybe your lowly paper
would hold some more clout in that office.
Until then, look at the whole story before
print crap and please don't waste the
In the October 30 issue of The Ifear the most.
It offers greater punishments you
time
the few readers you have byprinting
Parthenon, Donnie Richardson To take the word of God and for those who commit hate crimes, storiesofthat
should remain in the opinions of
asserted that there was no verse the Bible and pervert to your own of any nature, not specific protec- your
reporters
in the bible that could contradict agenda, to use it to shield you for those most oft.en targeted My question isonly.not whose going to do
her statement that homosexuality from your own petty insecurities tion
by these acts.
about "J," but whose is goingto
is immoral.
and hatreds for those unlike you, Hate crime legislation is being something
do something about your incompetent
I cannot believe that this atti- is aterrible thing.
by all people who are reporters?
tude still exists anywhere in the How is what you have done any supported
affected by it, not just gays.
- Jerry R. Hayes, II
world, that the bible, or any other different from militant groups like Thirdly, you state that the
holy work of amajor religion actu- Hamas who interpret the Koran
community is using
ally endorses anything other than as condemning all Christians? homosexual
the death of Matthew Shephard
a message of peace and under- The Jewish extremists who as apawn in their political chess
standing.
believe it is their holy duty to fight match to extend their own agenWhat she says reminds me of the Muslims?
da.
those who insist the Holocaust Or the Irish Catholics and Would you rather that this boy
never happened, or that the civil Protestants who have been wag- had died in vain?If the gay comwar wasn't centrally about the ing their own holy war of self- munity can make some good come
Volume100 • Number 43
slavery issue.
centuries?
his death, does that not
In response to Ms. Richards, destruction
All threeforworks,
Bible, Koran, from
lessen the sadnessof it?
The Parthenon, Marshall University's
hateful, homophobic statement, I and Torah send messages of peace But if this boy were to die
student newspaper, is published by stusuggest she try reading the bible and acceptance for peoples.
because he was different, and
dents Tuesdays through Fridays during
in its entirety.
And all three are falsely inter- then be forgotten, his death will
the regular semesters. The editor solely is
responsible for news and editorial content.
Doing so, she may discover preted by extremists to be decla- all the more tragic.
Matthew, chapter seven, "Do not rations of war against those who be You
say you fear for my country Robert McCune ..... ..... ... .editor
judge others sothat God will not are different.
when the daycomes that homoRedekopp .. managing editor
judge you."
These holy works embrace the
is an accepted part of Christina
Rebeccah Cantley ... ... news editor
Further on shewill find Mark differences between you and I, sexuality
American cultureand American Scott
Parsons ... .......sports editor
12:31, "Love your neighbor as they do not condemn them. Jesus law.
Jacob Messer ...assistant sports editor
yourself." In fact, she will find healed the Jews and the Gentiles. Then I leave you with the
KellyDonahue... ..... ... wire editor
that those two statements are Will you do no less than he did? words of another great leader of Sherry
... .... life! editor
repeated in each of the four pri- When the prostitute was to be mankind, Franklin Delano ConnieKeneson-Hall
Nichols ... ... .. .photo editor
mary gospels.
stoned in the streets for her sup- Roosevelt, who said ' We have
Taylor House .. ... .... ..online editor
Ms. Richards, your one verse, posed immorality, He challenged nothing to fear but fear itself."
Randy LIiiy ... ..... .graphic designer
and even my two are just the that only the sinless should cast His words hold true, because it ' M
arilyn McClure ... ..... .... adviser
slightest fractions of awork that the first stone.
is your own fear, you own con- Sandy
Savage .. .advertising manager
is more than 1,500 pages long and Are you so pure that you can tempt for those unlike you, and Jessica
Walker ....student advertising
nearly 2,000 years old.
throw that stone? In fact, what your own willingness to use the
manager
How can you presume to take you do is even more insidious than Bible to uphold those hatreds that
such an incredible volume out of bombing acrowded temple or syn- is the true threat for our country.
context as you did by quoting your agogue, for you hide your hatred Not gays.
311 Smith Hall
single line of First Corinthians? under the guise of politics.
Not Jews, nor Blacks, Muslims,
Huntington,W
.Va., 25755
Taken in its entirety, the Bible, You say that ahate crime legis- Hispanics, Communists, the
PHONE (newsroom):(304) 696-6696
including even Paul's letter to the lation would unfairly protect gays. Chinese or any of the countless
PHONE
(adverti
s
i
n
g):
(304) 696-2273
Corinthians, containsamessage You are wrong.
our country has feared,
FAX:
(304) 696-2519
of love and acceptance, not the Such alaw will protect all peo- -others
misunderstood
and
persecuted
in
EMAIL:
parthenon@
marshall.edu
fear and hate you espouse.
ple,no matter what race, ethnici- its past.
WEBPAGE ADDRESS:
Of anything in this sorry ty, or creed from crimesdriven by
- James Kreiner,
http://www.marshal
l
.edu/parthenon/
world, it ispeople like you whom hatred.
Cleveland OH freshman

Christians are hypocritical people

Bible only endorses peace, understanding

Butler signs to play hoops at MU
William Butler, ajunior college player from Florida, signed to play
Hoops with The Herd yesterday. According to Marshall Head Coach
Greg White, Butler is rated as the No. 3junior college forward in the
country by Lindy's Basketball Magazine. Butler averaged 12 points
and 6.6 rebounds agame and was runner-up for Mid-Florida
Conference freshman of the year.
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-----Young scores 25, leads Herd to victory
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by SCOTT PARSONS

Photo by John F. Carter

Terrell McKelvey (33) gets a
clean look at ajump shot during
Tuesday's action. McKelvey lead
the team in rebounds with eight.

sports editor
If you were awake in the wee
hours of the morning
Wednesday you were treated
to a fine display of shooting
meteors across the sky.
If you were in the Henderson
Center Tuesday night you saw
afine display of shooting from
Travis Young.
While one is acelestial body
and the other is asophomore,
the one that's most important
to Herd fans was Young, who
lead the way with 25 points as
the Herd beat the Northern
Illinois Huskies 70-67.
"Everybody played their
parts tonight," Young said. "We
had our big men getting the
boards and we all came out
and did what we had to do.
"We played hard. This was a
battle and we came out and
won the war."
Young gained most of his 25
points on 4for 6shooting from
beyond the three-point line.
His performance was vindication for aslow start in the season opener against Bluefield
State and the exhibition
games.

"I didn't shoot very well in
the last three games so I had
to work on my shot, and Idid,"
Young said. "If I have a bad
game it just motivates me to go
out the next day and work
even harder."
The game within agame was
the war of words between
Northern's Ephraim Eaddy
and Young.
"He didn't really talk negatively, but he acted like we
knew each other for years,"
Young said. "He was just trying to distract me."
According to Young, what
made the win special is that it
showed the maturity of the
young Herd team.
"Last year they would have
won that game," Young said.
"But we came out and got the
job done. It's maturity."
The Herd jumped out to a
quick, commanding lead early
in the game, but quickly saw it
dwindle.
The outcome of the game
was still in question with less
than a minute left to go. The
question arises, can the Herd
stand a season of nail biting
games like this one?
"We're going to try," Young

said. "It's all about maturity. It
feels good to win agame like
that.
"The MAC is going to be like
that every night. Every night
we're going to have to come out
and play hard."
While it's still early in the
season, look at the top of the
standings in the conference
and there will be a familiar
name.
"We're first in the MAC,"
Young said. "I hope to stay that
way."
Northern Illinois Head
Coach Brian Hammel had
nothing but praise for the
Herd.
"Marshall has an outstanding basketball team," Hammel
said. "They have the deepest
team in the league.
"I thought they attacked the
game from the start and had a
real good compass on what
they wanted to do."
The Herd was able to keep
NIU's star, T.J. Lux in check,
holding him to 5-10 shooting.
Lux was involved in some fouls
late in the game, which made
him anon-factor.
"That's very uncharacteristic
of T.J.," Hammel said. "But

Photo by John FCarter

Travis Young (3) drives past aNorthern Illinois defender en
route to scoring two of his 25 points. He leads In scoring.

[because of injuries] he just
hasn't played. He hasn't practiced very much and obviously
if he hasn't played in many
games he hasn't practiced very
much."
Thundering Herd Head
Coach Greg White was pleased
with his team's performance.
"[The game was] huge,"

White said. "That game was
anybody's game and we were
able to hang on and that's
what basketball is all about."
Leading the way for the
Huskies was Rey Jones with
19 points. Leading rebounder
for the Herd was Terrell
McKelvey who pulled down
eight boards.

time and beat Ball State."
Finishing up her four years
at Marshall, Venable spoke of
how herself and the team has
improved since she got here.
"It was great finishing up my
four years here and I hope
Marshall continues to do well,"
Venable said. "Our team is
playing good right now and we
are in good shape mentally and
physically going into the tournament."
Heck had an optimistic
approach on life after Herd volleyball. "In one it is sad that
we are going to be finished, but
it's one of those things you
have to put in the past and look
forward to·th~"future," Heck
said.

"After game two all the
seniors were out in the hallway
and we were saying that we are
not going to lose our last game
at home."
Coach Legall was very
pleased with the seniors' last
performance. "Michelle had an
incredible match to lead us
back," Legall said.
"I thought all of our
seniors showed great leadership and played spectacular
defense. They took over and
reminded everyone why we
were out there," she said.
The Herd wraps up the
regular season Saturday at
Ball State, before opening
the first round of the conference tournament next week.

VolleybaH team wins final home game of season
by JOE DALTON

reporter
The Marshall volleyball team
and its four seniors turned out
the lights at Gullickson
Gymnasium Tuesday night,
defeating Morehead State 3-2 in
acomeback victory for the final
home match of the year.
The Herd extended their winning streak to a season-high
four matches, as well as stretching their run over non-conference opponents to five. With the
victory, Marshall earned just
their third 20-win season since
1983.
Losing the first two games
against Morehead State,
Marshall came back to sweep
three in arow. Morehead State
controlled the first two games,
hitting almost .400. The Herd
then stepped up its defense and
limited the Eagles to a.209 percentage the rest of the way.
After close contests in games
three and four, Marshall scored
the first seven points of the
deciding game and cruised to
victory.
"The difference between the
beginning of the match and the
last three games was that we

focused on things that would "It was awesome! Ithought we really pulled it
win us points: blocking and
defense," Marshall volleyball out in the last three games and showed what
coach Steffi Legall said. ' We kind of team we are. In the fifth game, Ithink
came out and blocked their first
four swings in the third game
we played fiawless volleyball."
and that gave us the confidence
we needed."
Senior middle blocker
Michelle
L. Sammarco,
Michelle L. Sammarco recorded
senior middle blocker
acareer-best 29 kills, which is
the most for aHerd player this also made history, setting the Kambi Meyer collected 14 kills
season. The total also put her Marshall single-match assist and 12 digs, while Sarah Brown
over the 1,000-kill mark for her record with 87 helpers. She set contributed 10 kills and 13 digs.
career.
of 86 last season. Elizabeth Gabriele added 18
She is just the fifth player in the old mark
middle blocker Juanita kills.
Marshall history to accomplish M.Senior
Venable was key to the For seniors Venable, Sammarco,
that feat. Sammarco's hitting defense
six blocks, includ- Corbin, and Heck, it was the last
percentage for the match was a_ing three·with
in game five. Venable time they would play ahome volcareer-high .412.
also was an offensive presence leyball match in Huntington. All
When asked about the 1,000 with
22 kills.
that is left for the four veterans is
kills, Sammarco said she had no Sophomore
outside hitter an away match at Ball State and
idea until senior night that she Wendy D. Williams
also killed the MAC 'Tournament.
was .so close to reaching the 20 balls and finished the
double- Corbin expressed different
mark. She did have plenty to double with 21 digs. Senior
out- emotions as her Marshall career
say about winning at home for side hitter Jenni R. Corbin also
comes to an end.
the last time.
scored adouble-double with 13 "I'm excited and sad playing
"It was awesome!" Sammarco kills
and 11 digs. Senior defen- my last home game," Corbin
said. "I thought we really pulled sive specialist
Jamie L. Heck said. "I'm also very optimistic
it out in the last three games
15 digs.
into the tournament that
and showed what kind of team contributed
Lauren Mackey led the Eagles going
can surprise some people
we are. In the fifth game, I with
24 kills and 15 digs. we
and
hopefully
out the
think we played flawless volley- Morehead
State had two other MAC champion. come
But first we
ball."
Junior setter Nicole M. Frizzo players get double-doubles. need to take it one game at a
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Our drivers carry less than
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$20.00.
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.
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(Choose Thin or Original Crust)
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TWO LARGE
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Thin or Original Crust)
Valid for pickup or delivery
Valid for pickup or delivery
Valid at partipays
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~ .Customer
tax where
•
.applicable.
I . Customer appl
pay~ sales tax where
. Our dnvers carry less than
cable.
••
$20.00.
I .•• · OurLtd.driDelvers. AreacarryiExpi
less than $20.00
·
Ltd.Del. Area Exp. 11/31/98 ,1
res 11/31/98
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Any 3TOPPINGS!
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Two fraternities team up to collect
clothing for charity

Members of the Sigma Phi Epsilon and Phi Kappa
Alpha fraternities are urging students, staff and faculty to clean out their closets for agood cause. A
table will remain in the Memorial Student Center until
Friday.toPeople
are urged
to bring their
clothing
the MSC.
The fraternities
willclean,
collectoldthe
clothing and donate it to the St. Joseph's Jesus, Mary
and Joseph Nazareth House.
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David Felinton,
Pikesville, Md.
senior, shows
achild his new
toy.
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•
•

•

Greeks buy toys for needy tots
by CAROLINE R. LOTOUX Anderson, a sophomore from
reporter
Charleston majoring in pre-

An

anonymous donation to nursing.
Butler, who looked like he
Lambda Chi Alpha social fra- could
carry on his parental
ternity enabled members to duty, admitted
it would not be
team up with Alpha Chi Omega easy.
social sorority to take 35 under- "Overall it's been afulfilling
privileged children shopping. experience," Butler said.
"The anonymous donator "It makes you think you are
wanted us to do something for doing
the best. thing of your
low income children. Ithought Saturday.
care of the
about doing something dealing children isTaking
chaotic,
with Christmas shopping," said 'cause we havepretty
twins."
Lambda Chi Alpha Treasurer Besides the members expoMatt M. Powers, aHu_ntington sure to parenting, the children
junior majoring in economics. had
awonderful time. ·
Powers planned the Christ- Powers
borrowed the idea of
mas shopping expedition that taking
an underprivileged child
took place last Saturday morn- shopping
Huntington's
ing at Hill's department store Fifth AvenuefromBaptist
s
on Fifth Street in Huntington. Cyndy J. Hardwick, Church'
a youth
The 3and 4-year-olds were minister.
assigned to a Greek pair whose "My youth program has been
mission was ta spend $33 in
things like that for 15
clothing, including socks, doing
Matt Powers, who was
underwear or gloves, and atoy. inyears.
my
youth
asked me if
Many ended up adding acou- I could help group,
him to coordinate
ple of extra bucks from their the event," Hardwick
said.
own pocket.
Hardwick contacted Hill's
"It makes me feel privileged department
store
the
to spend time with those kids," HeadStart program and
for low
said Kristin D. Palmer, afresh- income preschool children.
man from Parkersburg major- "We love having those kids
ing in elementary education. here,"
Geoffrey P. Lloyd, Hill's
"Most of the students don't
manager said.
get the chance to do activities general
"We
do it every year either
like that. It's the first I am with church
groups or others."
going shopping with akid. It Hills provided
a 10 percent
makes you kinda sad to spend discount and tax exemption.
so much money on school. I Joyce A. Workman, who does
wish Icould spend more money social work for HeadStart,
on toys but they need under- seemed very delighted by the
wear," Palmer continued.
Palmer was taking care of 4- way the shopping trip turned
year old twins Taylor and Tyler out."It's the first year we are
Coy, along with J. Eric Butler, a doing that with Marshall. The
Barboursville junior majoring
are taking their time
in philosophy, and Amber L. students
to do that and they seem excitPHOTOS CLOCKWISE FROM THE TOP:
TOP RIGHT: The Lambda Chi Alpha social fraternity and
the Alpha Chi Omega social sorority members meet the
Head Start children on the buses.
UPPER MIDDLE RIGHT: HeadStart program children
were anxious to meet the Marshall students.
FAR BOTTOM RIGHT: Santa Claus poses with Larry
Fortner and Adrian B. Cain, aParkersburg sophomore.
RIGHT: Apair couples up to help this little one pick out a
toy as part of his presents.

ed. The kids are happy too,"
Workman said.
Students said the time they
spent with the kids changed
everyone.
Although some of the children were slightly reluctant to
leave their teacher at first, they
changed their minds.
After spending some time in
the store deciding between spiderman underwear, aPooh pair
of socks, or aBarbie doll, their
shyness faded away.
When it was time to line up
the buggies at register 11, the
little toddlers were laughing,
jumping everywhere, or sleeping soundly against a warm
shoulder, tired after spending
so much energy shopping for
Christmas.
The treat was far from over
though.
Santa Claus and pizza were
waiting at the Lambda Chi
Alpha house.
After taking afamily picture
in front of the Lambda Chi
Alpha house and mission
"hand-washing" was accomplished, everybody sat down
and enjoyed aslice of pizza and
some soda.
Powers ordered the pizza
from Papa John's, who donated
15 pizzas, and only charged $5
for 19 more.
"It's been hard work to organize this event but it's been so
rewarding to see those kids
have so much fun," Powers
said.
Lambda Chi Alpha President
Anthony Boggs, Barboursville
junior, loudly echoed everyone's
main thought:
"We are gonna do it again, it's
been great."
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